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Blessing in Disguise (Red River of the North Book #6) Jan 03 2020 She Had Told Him She Was
Headed for Blessing. Why Would He Not Take Her There? The Bjorklund family has received word
that Augusta Bjorklund is on her way from Norway to join them in North Dakota. When the train
arrives in the town of Blessing with no Augusta aboard, the worried family hopes she will be on the
train in the morning. But only her trunk arrives, so Bridget Bjorklund insists that Hjelmer, Augusta's
brother, go find her. Augusta, after discovering her intended bridegroom had married someone else,
decided to leave her broken heart in Norway and start a new life in America helping her mother run
her boardinghouse. But knowing no English, Augusta misunderstands a ticket agent's directions in
St. Paul, Minnesota, and in the harried confusion, she boards the wrong train. When she arrives at
the end of the line, she is met by a handsome young rancher, Kane Moyer, waiting for his Norwegian
mail-order bride....
The Pigman Sep 30 2019 One of the best-selling young adult books of all time, written by Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Paul Zindel. John Conlan is nicknamed “The Bathroom Bomber” after setting
off firecrackers in the boys’ bathroom 23 times without ever getting caught. John and his best friend,
Lorraine, can never please their parents, and school is a chore. To pass the time, they play pranks on
unsuspecting people and it's during one of these pranks that they meet the “Pigman.” In spite of
themselves, John and Lorraine soon get caught up in Mr. Pignati’s zest for life. In fact, they become
so involved that they begin to destroy the only corner of the world that has ever mattered to them.
Can they stop before it’s too late?'
Reunion Feb 02 2020 Keira Johnston, a 50-year-old mother of two grown sons, believes she lives a
good Christian life without secrets--until she discovers a life-jarring fact her late mother kept hidden
all her life. Kiera was born out of wedlock, and the man she had always known as her father had
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adopted her as an infant. Meanwhile, Keira's beloved 17-year-old niece, Kirsten, has just discovered
an unwanted pregnancy. Her boyfriend, Jose, is bound for college and Kirsten does not know what to
do. As the family comes together for a reunion, Keira and Kirsten struggle with their fractured pasts
and jumbled present. Will truth and honesty be the catalysts that allow the entire family to find
peace? Inspired by events in Lauraine Snelling's own life, REUNION is the author's finest novel to
date.
A Season of Grace (Under Northern Skies Book #3) Jun 07 2020 In 1910 Minnesota, Nilda
Carlson's dreams are coming true. Though her first few months in America were difficult, her life
now resembles the images that filled her daydreams in Norway. She and her younger brother Ivar
live in their own house, just a short distance from her older brother and his family. Together they
work the farm and fell trees for lumber. They plan to grow a dairy herd, weave rugs out of their own
wool, and make skis to sell. Everything is going right. The only thing missing from Nilda's life is love.
But though she has two suitors--a quiet schoolteacher and a handsome lumberjack--Nilda feels
hesitant. A terrifying experience in Norway has made her cautious where men are concerned. When
she thinks she sees the man in question, all her fears come flooding back. Is it possible the danger
has followed her across the Atlantic? If Dreng Nygaard is truly in Minnesota, all of her dreams for
the future could come crashing down around her.
Half Finished May 31 2022 In bestselling author Lauraine Snelling's new novel, a group of women
realize that life is full of half-finished relationships and projects. However, they discover that the
outcome is not as important as the journey. Recognizing how common it is for crafters to start many
projects and finish few, a group of women join together to form a guild-Unfinished Projects
Anonymous-to keep each other on track and accountable. Three of the friends are tasked with the
job of home visits for their guild. Laughingly called "the Cartel," they snoop around craft rooms and
knitting baskets to report on progress for the members. They even expand their mission to include
checking on half-trained dogs and half-weeded gardens. As life unexpectedly changes for one of the
members, this ensemble of women in bestselling author Lauraine Snelling's new novel discovers that
much of life is half-finished-projects, friendships, the raising of children, even our very relationship
with the Lord. And that may be perfectly fine.
High Hurdles Collection Two Apr 29 2022 Fourteen-year-old DJ Randall wants nothing more than
to compete as a show jumper in the Olympics. The challenges that stand in her way only spur her to
work harder toward her dream. Whether it's mucking out stalls and hosting pony parties to earn
money to buy her first horse or navigating the changing family dynamics at home, DJ relies on her
faith in God to see her through the most daunting obstacles. Collection Two includes Close Quarters,
Moving Up, Letting Go, Raising the Bar, and Class Act.
A Heart for Home Nov 05 2022 Astrid Bjorklund tries to stop the horrific epidemic that is ravaging
the Red Bud Indian Reservation in South Dakota, but when the man she loves cannot accept her
calling to become a doctor, she faces a difficult choice.
A Place to Belong (Wild West Wind Book #3) Aug 10 2020 The Exciting Conclusion to Lauraine
Snelling's WILD WEST WIND Series As winter settles over the ranch, the Engstrom brothers are
much on the mind of Cassie Lockwood. The way Lucas smiles at her should set her heart to tripping.
But it doesn't. Shouldn't there be some attraction to him if they are going to be married? His vow to
make her love him does not seem to be working, no matter how considerate and charming he is.
Ransom Engstrom is another matter. After Cassie's train trip to a shooting competition, she realizes
she misses Ransom more than Lucas. And then there's the look she caught Lucas sending Betsy
Hudson at church one Sunday. Are she and Lucas drifting apart? Meanwhile, Ransom has discovered
that he cares for Cassie but can't bring himself to express his true feelings to her. When she leaves
to join a Wild West show for the summer, will Ransom summon the courage to go after her?
A Dream to Follow (Return to Red River Book #1) Dec 14 2020 It is 1893 and the first
generation of immigrants who came to America for the promise of free land and a good life for their
children have finally achieved their dreams. They labored hard on the land and now have a bountiful
heritage to pass on to the next generation. However, many of the young people aren't interested in
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becoming farmers--they have aspirations of their own. Thorliff Bjorklund has been writing stories
and plays since he was a young boy and longs to attend college to study journalism. But his father
has other plans for him and refuses to agree. Thorliff is torn between love for his father and the pull
of his dream. Must he choose between the two?
Dakota Dawn Aug 29 2019 "Soldahl! Next stop, Soldahl!" When Norah Johanson hears the
conductor's words, her heart begins to race. At last she will be in the arms of the man she has
promised to marry-Hans Larson. At fifteen, she was so sure of their love. Now, three years later and
far from the mountains and fjords of her beloved homeland, Norway, she wonders... She steps off the
train, finds her trunks full of hand-embroidered linens, quilts, and household treasures painted with
rosemaling designs, and looks for Hans. The pelting march snow stings her cheeks."Where is he?
Dear God, what will I do?" When Hans fails to arrive at the train station that night, Nora finds
herself thrown into a life she never expected with people she doesn't know-Reverend and Mrs. Moen
and Carl Detchman, a grieving German immigrant. Is this really what God had planned for her?
Dakota Dawn is the first book of the Dakota Series that features the intertwining lives of five
inspiring women who live in the early 1900s in the farming community of Soldahl, North Dakota.
An Untamed Heart May 19 2021 The Long-Awaited Prequel to the RED RIVER OF THE NORTH
Series Twenty-year-old Ingeborg Strand is certain she is destined to be an old maid. She's had
several suitors but none she deemed worthy of spending her life with. That is, until she meets a
university student from Oslo, and feelings stronger than friendship begin to develop between them.
But tragedy strikes, and the future begins to look bleaker than ever. Grief settles heavily over
Ingeborg, and her mother suggests that she leave Norway and start afresh in America, as so many
others have done before her. But how will she accomplish that with little money and no one to
accompany her? It isn't long before she meets Roald Bjorklund, a widower who has been planning to
go to America for some time, lured by the promise of free land. He's a good man, a hard-working
man--and he has a young son who desperately needs a mother. He's clearly interested in Ingeborg,
but is he the answer to her prayers? And what about love? This isn't how she's always imagined it.
Ingeborg Strand has a heartrending decision to make...
A Land to Call Home May 07 2020 Successive events challenge the Bjorklund family as Kaaren
delivers a baby who is deaf, Solveig, Kaaren's younger sister, is injured in a train wreck, and Penny
despairs over whether Hjelmer will ever return for her.
A Secret Refuge Oct 31 2019 Daughter of Twin Oaks, Sisters of the Confederacy, The Long Way
Home.
From This Day Forward (Song of Blessing Book #4) Apr 17 2021 Revisit Old Friends in Blessing in
This Heartwarming Series Conclusion Deborah MacCallister, head nurse at the Blessing hospital,
has loved Toby Valders since her school days, but she's had enough of their on-again, off-again
relationship. Toby truly cares for Deborah, but he's never felt like he could commit to marriage or a
family. When Anton Genddarm, the new schoolteacher, comes to town, the young women of Blessing
see a chance to force Toby's hand with a little strategic matchmaking. But real sparks fly between
Deborah and Anton, and she finds herself in an even more complicated situation. The attention she
gets from Anton makes Toby do some serious soul-searching, but is it too late? Then Deborah
receives an invitation to study the latest advances in nursing at a hospital in Chicago, and she faces
a hard choice. To leave or stay? Should she give up on the dream of Toby and accept the interest of
Anton?
No Distance Too Far Sep 10 2020 Astrid Bjorklund wants to use her medical training to serve God
and feels that He might be leading her in the direction of missionary work. Smarting from a
misunderstanding with Joshua Landsverk, the young man she thought she loved, she heads east to a
missionary training school, hoping to eventually use her skills in some remote outpost in Africa.
When she is called home unexpectedly to help in a family medical emergency, Astrid learns of a
deadly measles outbreak on the nearby Indian reservation. She immediately senses the Spirit
tugging her to help the Indians and wonders if her "mission field" is not so far away as she had
imagined. But if she follows God's call, will love pass her by?
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To Everything a Season Jul 01 2022 Beloved Author Lauraine Snelling Returns Again to Her
Popular Red River Valley Setting Trygve Knutson is devoted to his family and his community. With
his job on the construction crew, he is helping to build a future for the North Dakota town of
Blessing. Though he loves his home, he sometimes dreams of other horizons--especially since
meeting Miriam Hastings. Miriam is in Blessing to get practical training to become an accredited
nurse. She's been promised a position in the Chicago women's hospital that will enable her to
support her siblings and her ailing mother. Although eager to return to her family, Miriam is
surprised to find how much she enjoys the small town of Blessing. And her growing attachment to
Trygve soon has her questioning a future she always considered set in stone. When a family
emergency calls Miriam home sooner than planned, will she find a way to return? If not, will it mean
losing Trygve--and her chance at love--for good?
Rebecca's Reward (Daughters of Blessing Book #4) Apr 05 2020 Nineteen-year-old Rebecca
Baard has experienced more than her share of sorrow, and now she is afraid to open her heart to
love. Besides, no man has ever shown enough interest in her to come courting. So Rebecca's friends
set out to remedy the situation, concocting social events to attract all the eligible bachelors in
Blessing and advising her in the use of feminine wiles. When non of these efforts seem to work,
Rebecca tries yet another tack, only to discover that even the best of intentions can't keep events
from taking a surprising turn. Will Rebecca overcome her fears, or will she settle for something less
than love?
Amethyst Oct 12 2020 Jeremiah McHenry returns to Medora to make a new life. Will he be able to
convince Amethyst that he is the kind of man she's been looking for?
An Untamed Heart Dec 26 2021 The Long-Awaited Prequel to the RED RIVER OF THE NORTH
Series Twenty-year-old Ingeborg Strand is certain she is destined to be an old maid. She's had
several suitors but none she deemed worthy of spending her life with. That is, until she meets a
university student from Oslo, and feelings stronger than friendship begin to develop between them.
But tragedy strikes, and the future begins to look bleaker than ever. Grief settles heavily over
Ingeborg, and her mother suggests that she leave Norway and start afresh in America, as so many
others have done before her. But how will she accomplish that with little money and no one to
accompany her? It isn't long before she meets Roald Bjorklund, a widower who has been planning to
go to America for some time, lured by the promise of free land. He's a good man, a hard-working
man--and he has a young son who desperately needs a mother. He's clearly interested in Ingeborg,
but is he the answer to her prayers? And what about love? This isn't how she's always imagined it.
Ingeborg Strand has a heartrending decision to make...
Tender Mercies (Red River of the North Book #5) Feb 25 2022 Is She Really Leaving Forever?
Tracing the difficulties and joys of carving out a life from the Dakota sod in the second half of the
800s, Tender Mercies continues Snelling's Red River saga and will pull your heartstrings and make
you feel the joys and frustrations of life on the open lands of the 9th century mid-west. The rich
farmlands of the Dakota Territory in 1887 are finally beginning to yield the abundant harvest the
pioneers had dreamed about so long. The establishment of the railroad has brought significant
changes to the small town of Blessing as well as prosperity to the Bjorklund family and their
neighbors. Among the townsfolk, Reverend John Solberg--despite being wary of matchmaking efforts
in the past--is developing a friendship with a delightful young woman through their common love of
books. Mary Martha has a gentle southern charm that wins everyone in her circle but too soon she is
called on to return home to care for her mother. She leaves behind many heavy hearts and countless
questions of whether it will be the last time to see her.
An Untamed Land (Red River of the North Book #1) Sep 22 2021 Proud of Their Heritage and
Sustained by Their Faith, They Came to Tame a New Land She had promised herself that once they
left the fjords of Norway, she would not look back. After three long years of scrimping and saving to
buy tickets for their passage to America, Roald and Ingeborg Bjorklund, along with their son,
Thorliff, finally arrive at the docks of New York City. It was the promise of free land that fed their
dream and lured them from their beloved home high above the fjords of Norway in 1880. Together
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with Roald's brother Carl and his family, they will build a good life in a new land that promises
untold wealth and vast farmsteads for their children. As they join the throngs of countless
immigrants passing through Castle Garden, they soon discover that nothing is as they had
envisioned it. Appalled by the horrid stories of fellow immigrants bilked of all their money and forced
to live in squalid living conditions, the Bjorklunds continue their long journey by train as far as
Grand Forks. From there a covered wagon takes them into Dakota Territory, where they settle on
the banks of the Red River. But there was no way for them to foresee the price they will have to pay
to wrest a living from the indomitable land. The virgin prairie refuses to yield its treasure without a
struggle. Will they be strong enough to overcome the hardships of that first winter?
The Second Half Jan 27 2022 Bestselling author Lauraine Snelling shares a heartfelt story of a
couple who put their plans for a peaceful retirement on hold to assume guardianship of their young
grandchildren. Mona and Ken Sorenson are approaching the best years of their lives. Mona's
greatest concern is that Ken will learn of the surprise party she's planning for his retirement from
his job as Dean of Students at Stone University. They've already been making plans to travel, spend
limitless hours in the garden, and Ken is looking forward to working on his woodworking and fishing
with his grandchildren. It's what they deserve after years of careful planning. But things begin to
unravel when Ken learns that office politics are about to destroy his department. Can he really just
leave, abandoning the work he spent a lifetime achieving? Mona is eager to build her event planning
business with Ken's help, but rather than supporting her, he expresses concern that the stress of the
work will send her back into the depression she struggles with. Then, just days before Ken's last
official day of work, their son, a Special Forces officer in the Army, learns he's being immediately
deployed on a six-month mission in Pakistan. Since his wife left him, the only people he trusts to care
for his two young children are his parents. In an instant, everything Ken and Mona spent their lives
planning changes, and they will need to find strength, both physical and mental, to become parents
once more. This is not the second half they wanted, and when their son fails to contact them as
planned, they struggle to trust that it is God's plan, not theirs, that matters most.
The Seeds of Change (Leah's Garden Book #1) Oct 04 2022 Larkspur Nielsen is ready for a
change. Her parents have passed on, and her older brother is successfully running the family
business. She bristles at the small-mindedness that permeates life in her small Ohio community, and
she sees little chance of a satisfying future there. She has a little money saved, and after turning the
tables on a crooked gambler who had fleeced several locals, including her younger brother, she can
stake a new start for herself and her three sisters. As the gambler's threats of revenge echo in her
ears, she and her sisters head to Independence, Missouri, to join a wagon train bound for Oregon.
Knowing that four women traveling together will draw unwanted attention, Larkspur dons a
disguise, passing herself off as "Clark" Nielsen, accompanying his three sisters. But maintaining the
ruse is more difficult than Larkspur imagined, as is protecting her headstrong, starry-eyed sisters
from difficult circumstances and eligible young men. Will reaching their goal prove too much for
them?
A Time to Bloom (Leah's Garden Book #2) Jul 09 2020 Will their dreams fall apart when confronted
with all that is stacked against them? Delphinium Nielsen and her sisters have accomplished much
in the past year, traveling west and settling in Nebraska. They are on their way to building a garden
in dedication to their mother and working against the forces of nature to make their farm thrive.
However, none of that can mask their concern that they are quickly running out of money. Del's
work teaching in their booming town offers hope, not only to support her sisters financially, but also
to better her students' lives. Not all of the town sees it that way, though, with the rebuilding of the
schoolhouse continually neglected and her brightest student's father demanding he work the farm
instead of attend class. When their brother Anders arrives with his war-wounded and heartbroken
friend RJ, Anders sees the strength of the sisters' idea to start a boardinghouse and decides to invest
in it. Del finds RJ barely polite and wants nothing to do with him. But despite Del and her sisters'
best-laid plans, the future--and RJ--might surprise them all.
No Distance Too Far (Home to Blessing Book #2) Mar 29 2022 Astrid Bjorklund wants to use her
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medical training to serve God and feels that He might be leading her in the direction of missionary
work. Smarting from a misunderstanding with Joshua Landsverk, the young man she thought she
loved, she heads east to a missionary training school, hoping to eventually use her skills in some
remote outpost in Africa. When she is called home unexpectedly to help in a family medical
emergency, Astrid learns of a deadly measles outbreak on the nearby Indian reservation. She
immediately senses the Spirit tugging her to help the Indians and wonders if her "mission field" is
not so far away as she had imagined. But if she follows God's call, will love pass her by?
Ruby (Dakotah Treasures Book #1) Jan 15 2021 A New Dakotah Territory Saga From Bestselling
Author Lauraine Snelling! Book 1 of Dakotah Treasures. Author Lauraine Snelling once again takes
readers west to the untamed land of Dakota Territory, introducing new characters both unique and
appealing. Ruby Torvald and her young sister, Opal, have received an inheritance from their longlost father who left home years ago to seek his fortune in the Black Hills. When they leave their
comfortable situation in Chicago and arrive at the mining town of Medora to claim their inheritance,
the sisters discover that rather than the legacy of gold they expected, their father has left them a
shocking bequest. Ruby's bold determination in the face of scandal leads the reader on a journey
both heartwarming and inspiring.
Opal Mar 05 2020 Book 3 in the bestselling Dakotah Treasures series. Dove House has burned to
the ground, Ruby and Rand have married, and now Rand's ranch is home for them all. Ruby's
younger sister, Opal, is taking to ranch life like a hummingbird to sugar water. She can outshoot,
outride, and work as hard as any cowboy on the place. Ranching has clearly stolen her heart. When
a young minister arrives from the East, he is amazed to find himself falling in love with Opal, even
though she is not a woman anyone would think of as a pastor's wife. But when God takes hold of a
heart, He can work amazing miracles, and Jacob Chandler just might be the one to eventually woo
her away from the ranch.
A Blessing to Cherish Jul 29 2019 After several years of widowhood and hardship, Ingeborg
focuses on the good she's been given while she watches her widowed stepson fall in love once again.
But not everything is comfortable for Ingeborg; one of her dearest friendships is changing--and she
will have to decide if her settled life is worth more to her than a future she hardly dares to imagine.
Streams of Mercy (Song of Blessing Book #3) Aug 22 2021 The Heartwarming Drama Continues in
the Song of Blessing Series Anji Baard Moen, a recent widow, returns from Norway with her
children. She quickly settles back into life in Blessing, teaching Norwegian history in the high school
and writing articles for the Blessing Gazette. When tragedy strikes, Anji steps in to run the
newspaper and soon finds a kindred spirit in the widower who owns the printing press. As they
spend time together, Anji wonders if there's something more than friendship growing between them.
But Anji has also caught the eye of a recent arrival to Blessing. He has put his carpentry skills to
good use on the town's building projects, including Anji's house. But Anji is torn between her
feelings of loyalty to someone who needs her and the chance to build a new life with this intriguing
newcomer. Where will her choice take her?
A Promise for Ellie (Daughters of Blessing Book #1) Dec 02 2019 Return to Blessing, North
Dakota, with the story of Andrew Bjorklund and Ellie Wold. After graduating in May of 1900, the two
make plans to marry once the harvest is over and their new house is finished. They spend the
summer working hard, and the Lord seems to shine on and in them in a special way. Everyone
rejoices in their happiness. Everyone except for Toby Valders, who is determined to get even for all
the drubbings he has taken from Andrew through the years. Andrew, however, has promised Ellie
there will be no more fistfights. But when their new barn burns--and many of their possessions and
dreams with it--Andrew throws his vows of nonviolence aside, reaping bitter consequences. Why is
the life he has so looked forward to now unraveling so quickly? (Daughters of Blessing Book 1)
A Song of Joy (Under Northern Skies Book #4) Jun 27 2019 In Minnesota in 1911, Nilda Carlson
is torn between society life in the city of Blackduck and spending time with her family back home on
the farm. Her employer, Mrs. Schoenleber, gives her more and more responsibility and experience,
including recommending new opportunities for her philanthropy. Still new to America herself, Nilda
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focuses on the area's immigrant community, but she'll have to fight to get her ideas accepted by the
locals and donors alike. In the meantime, one of her greatest joys is her weekly piano lesson with the
handsome schoolteacher, Fritz. But just as Nilda is beginning to realize she has feelings for him, a
stylish, affluent young woman moves to Blackduck and monopolizes Fritz's attention. With her
humble background, how can Nilda hope to compete with such a sophisticated beauty?
The Promise of Dawn (Under Northern Skies Book #1) Nov 24 2021 Beloved Author Lauraine
Snelling Launches New Immigrant Series When Signe, her husband, Rune, and their three boys
arrive in Minnesota from Norway to help a relative clear his land of lumber, they dream of owning
their own farm and building a life in the New World. But Uncle Einar and Aunt Gird are hard,
demanding people, and Signe and her family soon find themselves worked nearly to the bone in
order to repay the cost of their voyage. At this rate, they will never have land or a life of their own.
Signe tries to trust God but struggles with anger and bitterness. She has left behind the only life she
knew, and while it wasn't an easy life, it wasn't as hard as what she now faces. When a new addition
to the family arrives, Signe begins to see how God has been watching over them throughout their
ordeal. But after all that has happened, can she still believe in the promise of a bright future?
Sophie's Dilemma (Daughters of Blessing Book #2) Jul 21 2021 Fan-Favorite Lauraine Snelling
Delivers Another Hit Novel Certain she can't live without Hamre Bjorklund, the impetuous Sophie
Knutson rejects her father's request to postpone her marriage until after graduation and convinces
Hamre to elope. But life as a fisherman's bride in Seattle is not at all that Sophie had envisioned.
Pregnant and lonely while Hamre's out at sea, she hires on at a fish cannery, only to be fired after
fainting on the job. When tragedy strikes, heartbroken Sophie can think only of returning home to
Blessing. But will her family welcome her after the way she's hurt them by her defiant behavior? And
will she ever open her heart to love again?
To Everything a Season (Song of Blessing Book #1) Aug 02 2022 Beloved Author Lauraine Snelling
Returns Again to Her Popular Red River Valley Setting Trygve Knutson is devoted to his family and
his community. With his job on the construction crew, he is helping to build a future for the North
Dakota town of Blessing. Though he loves his home, he sometimes dreams of other horizons-especially since meeting Miriam Hastings. Miriam is in Blessing to get practical training to become
an accredited nurse. She's been promised a position in the Chicago women's hospital that will
enable her to support her siblings and her ailing mother. Although eager to return to her family,
Miriam is surprised to find how much she enjoys the small town of Blessing. And her growing
attachment to Trygve soon has her questioning a future she always considered set in stone. When a
family emergency calls Miriam home sooner than planned, will she find a way to return? If not, will it
mean losing Trygve--and her chance at love--for good?
What about Cimmaron? Oct 24 2021 After the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens, thirteen-yearold Sarah Sorenson finds her faith tested as her family is forced to evacuate their Toutle River Valley
home, leaving behind their cattle and her beloved horse, Cimmaron.
From This Day Forward Nov 12 2020 Revisit Old Friends in Blessing in This Heartwarming Series
Conclusion Deborah MacCallister, head nurse at the Blessing hospital, has loved Toby Valders since
her school days, but she's had enough of their on-again, off-again relationship. Toby truly cares for
Deborah, but he's never felt like he could commit to marriage or a family. When Anton Genddarm,
the new schoolteacher, comes to town, the young women of Blessing see a chance to force Toby's
hand with a little strategic matchmaking. But real sparks fly between Deborah and Anton, and she
finds herself in an even more complicated situation. The attention she gets from Anton makes Toby
do some serious soul-searching, but is it too late? Then Deborah receives an invitation to study the
latest advances in nursing at a hospital in Chicago, and she faces a hard choice. To leave or stay?
Should she give up on the dream of Toby and accept the interest of Anton?
More Than a Dream Mar 17 2021 Sudden tragedy puts their faith--and lives--on the line in this
compelling conclusion to the bestselling series from Lauraine Snelling.
Opal (Dakotah Treasures Book #3) Feb 13 2021 Book 3 in the bestselling Dakotah Treasures series.
Dove House has burned to the ground, Ruby and Rand have married, and now Rand's ranch is home
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for them all. Ruby's younger sister, Opal, is taking to ranch life like a hummingbird to sugar water.
She can outshoot, outride, and work as hard as any cowboy on the place. Ranching has clearly stolen
her heart. When a young minister arrives from the East, he is amazed to find himself falling in love
with Opal, even though she is not a woman anyone would think of as a pastor's wife. But when God
takes hold of a heart, He can work amazing miracles, and Jacob Chandler just might be the one to
eventually woo her away from the ranch.
The Long Way Home (A Secret Refuge Book #3) Jun 19 2021 Will the War's End Bring the Highwood
Family Together Again? When a disastrous decision by the new wagon master forces Jesselynn
Highwood and her companions to separate from the wagon train, she races back to Fort Laramie to
find a guide to take them to Oregon. But the guide has a far different plan, and following her heart,
Jesselyn agrees to join him, her rag-tag band in tow. The ensuing journey is fraught with hardship
and danger. Is hope for the future sill a prospect? Back in the East, Louisa Highwood and brother
Zachary are captured by Union soldiers for smuggling medical supplies into Richmond. Can Louisa
find a way to obtain her brother's freedom before it's too late? Rare courage and dogged
determination will be hallmarks of the Highwoods' long way home. Their futures--and that of their
beloved Twin Oaks--hang in the balance.
A Measure of Mercy (Home to Blessing Book #1) Sep 03 2022 Eighteen-year-old Astrid
Bjorklund has always dreamed of becoming a doctor. She had intended to study medicine in Chicago
or Grand Forks, but when a disaster wiped out a major portion of her family's income, Astrid stayed
home instead, receiving hands-on training from Dr. Elizabeth. Joshua Landsverk left Blessing two
years ago, but he's never forgotten Astrid. Returning to town, he seeks to court her. Astrid is
attracted to him, and when the opportunity unexpectedly opens for her to go to Chicago for medical
training, she finds it difficult to leave. Love blossoms through their letters, but upon arriving back
home, she makes a heartbreaking discovery. Will she have to give up love to pursue her dream?
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